Shield of
Faith
“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul
Friday July 12, 2019

The Always Silent Majority
I opened yesterday’s column mentioning hate crimes. Law enforcement is now the arbiter of hate. The police,
CIA, FBI etc. are all in the hate business. They decide if hate is involved with the incident or crime.
Everyone, in fact, must make themselves an expert on hate. For decades now corporations and schools have forced
“diversity training” on us. Gone are the days when a person could think and speak their mind without fear of giving
offense.
Minority sensibilities rule. Don’t cross the line or you’ll be punished.
I started a LIVEstream show a month ago. It airs every morning at 6 AM EST. One of the platforms I was using
where I was starting to get some good feedback was Facebook. I was streaming on my ministry page, and on my
personal page.
One day two weeks ago I offered candid commentary on Mayor Pete. I called him “Buttplug.” Hey, if Donald
Trump can be creative with how he addresses his political enemies why not me? Facebook immediately messaged
that I had committed hate and limited the functionality on both accounts. I haven’t been able to go LIVE on Facebook since.
I wasn’t shocked because I’ve been on the losing end of censorship for the past three decades. I was surprised because I have almost no following. I’m less than a minnow in the social media space.
This stuff matters. It has an effect. It frustrates and disappoints. If it didn’t have that effect they wouldn’t do it, of
course.

So how should we respond to this heavy handed enforcement of the so-called anti-hate agenda.
Many of my friends, family members and associates have just gone silent. In fact, most have done that. They force
their minds to develop rationales for their silence with spouse, sibling, friend or co-worker. And the academic class
has stepped up to make it very easy to avoid the issue.
The whole hate discussion is more entertainment in the media than it is a serious issue. News and opinion are entertainment now … click bait. We are so dumbed down that we can’t see anything natural or real anymore. All we
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can do is feel things.

On my LIVE show this morning I’m going to play an instructive video by Created Equal. A fat woman with painted hair is shown aggressively attacking truthful baby murder signs with a can of spray paint. A Created Equal volunteer attempts to stop her and risks getting sprayed in the face by the demon. It’s a nasty scene.
The video ends with the cops asking the ugly woman questions in an interrogation room. She’s bouncing a baby in
her lap as the police work overtime to gently, politely and non-offensively question her. I had to shut it off the police were so disgusting.
Where’s the judgment? What about justice? The video leaves no doubt what is required of the police in the situation. The demon needs to be cast out. The woman doesn’t need counseling from police officers. There are people
trained to take confessions and offer absolution. They are called priests. Counselors are a dime a dozen in this hyper Freudian society. Why can’t the police just do their job. The demon needed to be slapped down with a citation
or whatever is appropriate for the willful destruction of someone else’s property.
I’m sick of it. About the only crime worthy of the name in America now is a good deed. Thoughtful people have
been forced into such deep thought that they can’t think or speak anymore. The only speech that’s encouraged or
allowed is speech that a black, woman or sodomite approves.
This is the land of the free and the home of brave?
Not so much anymore.
Hate is off the rails.
In Maine evanjellyfish are raising money by pretending to end baby and elderly murder. Having failed miserably
in their lobbying efforts earlier in the year they have initiated two peoples vetoes. Wanting to avoid the death blow
of a hate charge from the politicians and media they abandoned resistance to the “gay” agenda over a decade ago.
This enabled the sodomy crowd to enact their oh-so-loving ban on counseling for confused youth. Not a hint of
resistance from the Christians.
They will not get the required number of signatures unless the Bishop of Portland throws open the doors of the
churches for signature gathering. No way in hell that’s going to happen.
In the meantime my friend Jack McCarthy has submitted applications for fifteen peoples vetoes. He’s going to select the best seven and challenge the churches to do the right thing.
I’m not holding my breath, and I’m keeping my focus on the Leftist Jezebel in the Governor’s mansion — Janet
Kills. The Left has leaders. What is wrong with good people?
Where are our leaders?
They are too busy teaching everyone how not to be bullies to be bothered with saving our nation.
Selah.

